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Agenda

• Definitions
• CNAV Submission Calendar (January 1 – August 1)
• CNAV Submission Review by the Department
• CNAV Reports on Gateway
• Advanced CNAV Concepts

• AV Withholding
• Annexation Reporting
• TIF Reporting (TIF Neutralization and TIF Pass Through)
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DLGF Webinars

Throughout 2021, the Department has done a series of webinars on a various 
budget related topics:

1. Introduction to Budgeting (Budget 101)
2. Circuit Breaker Overview
3. Preparing for Budget Workshops
4. Department July Estimates Reports
5. 2021 Legislative Overview

Each presentation is available at the navigation below:
https://www.in.gov/dlgf/9697.htm
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Definitions
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Definitions – Budget Order

• Budget Order – An order produced by the Department for each 
county by December 31/January 15. The Order contains a list of 
each taxing unit and their: 

• Certified Appropriation
• Certified Net Assessed Value (“CNAV”)
• Certified Property Tax Levy
• Certified Property Tax Rate

• Budget Orders can be found on the DLGF website:
• https://www.in.gov/dlgf/2339.htm
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Definitions – Budget Order

The table above is an excerpt of the Hendricks County Budget Order which includes the town 
of Plainfield. The Certified Budget order contains the certified budget, AV, levy, and rate.
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Definitions – Fund

• Fund – A separate set of accounts established to carry 
out a specific purpose or activity. 
• The number of funds varies based on the unit. 
• Some funds require Department approval, while others 

are considered “reporting-only.” Units will have adopt 
budgets for funds that don’t appear on the budget 
order. 

• As a general rule of thumb, if it can have property tax 
pledged to it, the fund is likely to appear on the Order.
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Presentation Notes
The funds can also vary by unit type and from unit to unit…. Typically a TWP will have a General, TA, and Fire fund, but could have others…. While a town would also have General… it would have some unique funds such as, LRS, MVH…



Definitions – Appropriation (“Budget”) 

• Appropriation – Permission to spend funds that the unit 
has or will receive throughout the year.
• Also referred to as the “budget.” 
• Money in a fund may not be spent unless there is an 

appropriation.
• The appropriation is determine by the amount that is 

advertised and adopted by the unit and the amount of 
revenue (cash, levy, and miscellaneous revenue) 
available to support that level of spending.
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Presentation Notes
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Definitions – Levy

• Levy – The estimated amount of property taxes to be 
received in a given fund in a given budget period.
• The county auditor distributes the property tax to the 

units semiannually in June and December.
• Certain factors can cause the unit to receive less than 

the certified levy such as collection issues and "Circuit 
Breaker” losses due to statutory tax caps.
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Definitions – Max Levy

• Maximum Levy – The maximum amount of property tax 
that a unit may collect in a given year.
• Max levies are increased annually by the MLGQ. 
• Units may take less than their max levy.

Note 1: Max levy does not appear on the budget order.
Note 2: Not all funds are subject to the max levy.  Debt 
funds are considered to be “outside the max levy.”
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Definitions – Tax Rate

• Tax Rate – The rate to be charged to taxpayers in order to 
generate the property tax levy.
• The tax rate is calculated by taking the Property tax 

levy and dividing by the Net Assessed Value. (The 
result is multiplied by 100.)

• The tax rate is expressed in terms of “dollars per $100 
of assessed value.”
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Definitions – Net Assessed Value

• Net Assessed Value (NAV) – The total taxable amount of 
real and personal property within the unit’s boundaries.
• The local assessor calculates the gross AV, then the 

county auditor applies exemptions and deductions to 
determine the NAV.

• The NAV is certified to the Department by the County 
Auditor. The deadline for certification is August 1.
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Definitions – Tax Rate

• The General fund has a budget of $14M. The budget is funded by $3.9M worth of 
property tax.

• The tax base is $2.4B. In order to generate $3.9M each taxpayer will have to pay 0.1615 
for each $100 of taxable property. 
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Definitions – Tax Rate

• While the Department’s Budget Order is used by units to 
determine their spending authority and the projected 
property tax distributions, there is more useful 
information for taxpayers. 

• The tax rate informs taxpayers of how much they will ‘pay’ 
for local government services.  



Definitions – Tax Rate

• Tax Rate Calculation:
1. The max levy is a statutory limit on the amount of levy 

a unit can have.
2. Units may tax up to their maximum levy amount. 
3. The County Assessor and County Auditor provide the 

amount of the tax base in the form of the CNAV.
4. The Department will use the unit’s levy and the CNAV 

to calculate the tax rate. 



Definitions – Tax Rate Example #1

The CNAV is a value that is calculated 
a locally, and certified to the 
Department. 

While units don’t calculate their tax 
base, the CNAV will frame the 
discussion that tax payers will have 
surrounding the cost of the 
government during the budget cycle. 

Example #1 will serve as our baseline 
for examining the impact of the CNAV 
on the tax rate. 
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Levy CNAV
Tax rate
(Levy / 

CNAV)/100

$25.00 1,000.00 2.5000

Example #1

For every $100 of AV, the unit will need to collect 
$2.50 in order to generate $25 of total levy. 



Definitions – Tax Rate Example #2

The CNAV is a value that is calculated 
a locally, and certified to the 
Department. 

While units don’t calculate their tax 
base, the CNAV will frame the 
discussion that tax payers will have 
surrounding the cost of the 
government during the budget cycle. 

In Example #2, the unit will still 
receive the same amount of levy, but 
the taxes are spread across a larger 
tax base.  Since the tax base 
increased, the overall tax rate fell.
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Levy CNAV
Tax rate
(Levy / 

CNAV)/100

$25.00 1,000.00 2.5000

$25.00 10,000.00 0.2500

Example #2 – AV Increase

For every $100 of AV, this unit will need to collect 
$0.250 in order to generate $25 of total levy. 



Definitions – Tax Rate Example #3

The CNAV is a value that is calculated a 
locally, and certified to the Department. 

While units don’t calculate their tax base, 
the CNAV will frame the discussion that tax 
payers will have surrounding the cost of 
the government during the budget cycle. 

In Example #3, the unit will still receive the 
same amount of levy, but the taxes are 
spread across a smaller tax base.  Since 
the tax base decreased, the overall tax 
rate increased.
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Levy CNAV
Tax rate
(Levy / 

CNAV)/100

$25.00 1,000.00 2.5000

$25.00 750.00 3.3333

Example #3 – AV Decrease

For every $100 of AV, this unit will need to collect 
$3.333 in order to generate $25 of total levy. 



Definitions – Budget Order

• Question 1: What would happen to the tax rate for the general fund if the CNAV was $2B?
• The rate would increase to .1984.

• Question 2: What would happen to the tax rate for the general fund if the CNAV was $3B?
• The rate would decrease to .1323.

• Question 3 (Bonus): What would happen to the budget if the CNAV was $1B or $4B?
• There would not be a direct change to the Budget Order.
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2020 pay 2021 Budget Cycle
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2020 pay 2021 - Budget Cycle

• While all units received their 2019 pay 2020 Budget 
Order by January 15. The Budget Cycle never truly ends.

• On January 1, 2020, the 2020 pay 2021 tax assessment 
and billing cycle began. 

• The cycle begins with the county assessor's valuation of 
the real and personal property within the county.

• This valuation is the beginning of calculating the tax base 
that will appear on the follow year’s budget order. 
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Assessment 101 - Introduction

• In order to generate the gross assessed value for all 
property in an area, the township or county assessor will 
use the following techniques:

1. Mass Appraisal
2. Annual Adjustments / Trending
3. Cyclical Reassessment
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Assessment 101 - Mass Appraisal

• Consistent with the national standard, Indiana properties 
are valued using mass appraisal techniques. 

• With mass appraisal, properties are valued in conjunction 
with other properties in the area. 

• Assessments value the property using considerations for:
1. The age of the property
2. The grade of the property
3. The condition of property 
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Assessment 101 - Annual Adjustment

• Each year real property sales data, based on sales of 
recent properties, is used to determine if the value of 
properties in the area should change to match the market 
value.

• This process is known as annual adjustment or 
“trending.” 

• Trending is designed to bring property values closer to 
market value-in-use.
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Assessment 101 - Cyclical Reassessment

• Assessment is also performed on a micro (parcel) level.
• Since 2014, cyclical reassessment is now conducted over 

a four-year period.
• During statewide cyclical reassessments, county and 

township assessors physically inspect each property to 
ensure that property records are correct. 
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Assessment 101 – Gross AVs

• After applying the mass appraisal, trending, and cyclical 
reassessment to all properties, then processing all 
appeals, the assessor will have calculated the “gross 
assessed value” for all property in a county. 

• Properties that are not part of the cyclical reassessment 
will be annually adjusted.

• While the tax assessment and billing cycle begins with 
the calculation of gross assessed value, the actual tax 
base is based on the net assessed value.
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Exemptions and Deductions

• The Legislature has created a 
series of exemptions and 
deductions that reduce the a 
property’s tax liability without 
suppressing the property values. 

• Annually, the exemptions and 
deductions are calculated and 
applied to all property by the 
county auditor. 

• On a tax bill, a taxpayer will see 
both their gross and net AV.
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Example 1
Standard

Homestead

Example 2
Church

Example 3
Government

Owned Property 

Gross Assessed 
Value

(From Assessor)
100,000 100,000 100,000

Homestead
Deduction 45,000

Supplemental
Homestead
Deduction

19,250

Mortgage
Deduction 3,000

Religious 
Exemption 100,000

Government 
Exemption 100,000

Net Assessed Value 32,750 0 0

Note: In this example, the GAV is $300,000, but NAV is only 
$32,750.  The $32,750 will be used for the tax rate.



Assessment 101 – Net AVs

• On or before July 1, the assessor must “roll and balance” the 
gross assessed values for all property to the county auditor’s 
office.

• After “rolling and balancing” with the county assessor, the auditor 
has 30 days to apply all deductions and exemptions to all taxable 
property.

• The Certified Net Assessed Values (“CNAV”) are submitted by the 
county auditor to the Department by August 1.

• The Department will publish the CNAV data for all units on the 
public side of Gateway.  
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CNAV Submission Review
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CNAV Review

• The annual assessment process means that the tax base 
is changes every year.

• While the Gross and Net AV figures are ultimately 
calculated locally and applied locally, the Department 
tries to assist the county during the certification 
processes. 

• During certification, the Department will request 
additional information from the county auditor if certain 
criteria are met. 
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CNAV Review

• During Certification, the county auditor must provide 
additional feedback if a taxing district is reported with:
• +/- 10% Change in Real Property
• +/- 10% Change in Personal Property
• +/- 10% Change in TIF Real Property
• +/- 10% Change in TIF Personal Property
• +/- 10% Change in TIF Passthrough
• +/- 10% Change in Gross AV (Conservancies Only)
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CNAV Review

• The Department’s primary interest in the CNAV changes 
is the impact CNAV will have on the tax rate, but 
increases and decreases in the CNAV are neither correct 
nor incorrect.  

• Counties are encouraged to adopt an internal CNAV 
review that is separate from the DLGF review.

• Units are encouraged to adopt an CNAV internal that is 
separate from the county and DLGF review.
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CNAV Reports on Gateway
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CNAV Reports on Gateway

• Once the county auditor certifies net assessed values 
(“CNAV”) in Gateway, the Department publishes the 
information for all units to review. 

• There are two reports that can be used review the CNAVs:
1. CNAV - District Report
2. CNAV - Detail by District and Fund Report
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CNAV by District Report 

• CNAV - District Report
• The report contains a summary by taxing district of real property, 

personal property, TIF increment AV, and optional AV withholding. 
• The District Report is the more comprehensive of the two reports.
• A taxing unit may span across multiple taxing districts. To build 

their CNAV, the unit would need to sum and review each of these 
taxing districts.

• Information about the taxing district(s) that comprise the unit’s 
tax base can be found on https://budgetnotices.in.gov/.
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CNAV by District Report 
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CNAV by District Report 
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Column Description Notes

A Tax District Code Locally Assigned Taxing District Code

B Tax District Name Locally Assigned Taxing District Name

C RP Net AV 1% Net AV for real property that meets the qualifications of the “1% Allocation Type.”  Homesteads 
eligible for a 
credit under IC 6-1.1-20.6-7.5.

D RP Net AV 2% Net AV for real property that meets the qualifications of the “2% Allocation Type.” Residential 
property, agricultural land, long term care property, and other tangible property eligible for a credit 
under IC 6-1.1-20.6-7.5. 

E RP Net AV 3% Net AV for real property that meets the qualifications of the “3 % Allocation Type.  Nonresidential real 
property and other tangible property eligible for a credit under IC 6-1.1-20.6-7.5.

F Real Est Net AV Formula: Column C + Column D + Column E

G Local PP Net AV Locally Assessed Personal Property 

H State PP Net AV State Assessed Personal Property 

I PP Net AV Formula: Column G + Column H



CNAV by District Report 
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CNAV by District Report 
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Column Description Notes

J AV TIF Real Est Valuation of the TIF Increment for Real Property

K AV TIF PP Valuation of the TIF Increment for Personal Property

L AV Withholding IC 6-1.1-17-0.5 allows county auditors to withhold or reduce net assessed value by two percent (2%) 
to absorb the effects of reduced property tax collections from appeals and application of deductions.

M AV TIF Released Any excess assessed value within TIF districts as reported by the RDC before June 15 of each year. IC 
36-7-14- 39(b)(4)
Note: Value not directly used in CNAV calculation. 

N AV Annex 
Change

The valuation of an annexed geographic area in annexation documents to the county auditor
Note: Value not directly used in the CNAV calculation. 

O Adjusted Net AV Formula:  Column C + Column D + Column E + Column F + Column G – Column J – Column K –
Column L

or
Formula:  Real Property Total  + Personal Property Total – TIF Increment (Real and Personal) – AV 
Withholding 



CNAV by Detail by District and Fund

CNAV by Detail by District and Fund
• The report contains the total taxing district AV presented 

at the unit and the fund level. 
• Where the “CNAV by District Report” focuses on the 

horizontal pieces of the Adjusted Net AV, the “CNAV by 
Detail by District and Fund” shows the vertical 
relationship between the taxing districts at the taxing 
units level.

• The “Adjusted Net AV” links the two reports. 
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CNAV by Detail by District and Fund (Ex #1)

• Taxing Unit 0001 has four funds listed.  
• The tax base is split between taxing districts 001 and 002. 
• The Department will use an CNAV of 63,344,296 for all four funds. 
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CNAV by Detail by District and Fund (Ex #2)

• Taxing Unit 0006 has two funds listed.  
• The tax base is split between taxing districts 008, 009, 010, and 011. 
• The Department will use a CNAV of $210,421,206 for the township 

assistance fund, but will use a CNAV of $134,006,535 for the fire fund.
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CNAV Recap – 5 Steps

I. From January 1 to June 30, the county or township assessor will use a 
variety to techniques calculate the GAV.

II. On July 1, the county assessor will roll and balance the GAV with the 
county auditor.

III. From July 1 to July 31, the county auditor will apply all exemptions and 
deductions to the GAV to calculate the NAV.

IV. On August 1, the county auditor will certify the NAV to the Department.
V. On August 2, the Department will make the net assessed values 

available to all units across the State, and units will review the 
changes to their tax base. 
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Advanced CNAV Concepts
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AV Withholding
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CNAV by District Report – AV Withholding 
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AV Withholding – IC 6-1.1-17-0.5

The county auditor may reduce a taxing district's NAV only to enable the taxing 
district to absorb the effects of reduced property tax collections that are 
expected to result from:

1. Successful appeals of the AV of property located in the taxing district.
2. Deductions under IC 6-1.1-12-37 and IC 6-1.1-12-37.5 that result from 

the granting of applications for the standard deduction for the calendar 
year under IC 6-1.1-12-37 or IC 6-1.1-12-44 after the county auditor 
certifies NAV.

3. Deductions that result from the granting of applications for deductions 
for the calendar year under IC 6-1.1-12-44 after the county auditor 
certifies NAV.

4. Reassessments of real property under IC 6-1.1-4-11.5.
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AV Withholding – IC 6-1.1-17-8.5

• The amount of the reduction in a taxing district's net assessed value for a 
calendar year may not exceed two percent (2%) of the net assessed value of 
tangible property.

• The county auditor may appeal to the Department to reduce a taxing unit's 
net assessed valuation by an amount that exceeds 2%.
• The Department:

(1) may require the county auditor to submit supporting information with 
the county auditor's appeal;

(2) may approve, modify and approve, or reject the amount of the 
reduction.
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Annexation
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CNAV by District Report – Annexation
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Annexation

• Municipalities and townships can have their tax bases changed 
through annexation. 

• In order to differentiate between increases and decrease in 
assessed value due to growth and parcels moving between taxing 
districts, annexations are separated on the CNAV report.

• The Department will validate the annexation column against a 
separately submitted annexation from the auditor.

• The Department will use the annexation column as we calculate 
the annexation adjustment to the ML during budget certification. 
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Tax Increment Financing (“TIF”)
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Tax Increment Financing (“TIF”)

• TIF is a method to finance localized economic 
development including, but not limited to:
1. Encouraging new business to invest in an area
2. Rehabilitating blighted areas

• TIF can finance projects that:
1. Improve Infrastructure (e.g. utilities or roads)
2. Improve emergency service providers (Police and Fire)
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Tax Increment Financing (“TIF”) - Overview

• When a TIF is created, the existing 
AV Value is classified as the base.

• As development occurs, the AV value 
increase. The increase is referred as 
the increment. 

• Taxing units will receive property 
taxes generated by the base AV, but 
taxes generated by the increment AV 
go to the TIF district.

• When the TIF expires, taxing units 
the will receive taxes generate from 
all the AV.
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TIF Neutralization

• TIF Neutralization is a prerequisite step that must be completed prior to NAV 
certification. 

• TIF Neutralization Factor represents an approximation of the change in net 
AV in the base and increment that is due to annual adjustment or 
reassessment.

• If the factor is greater than 1, then the value of the TIF area is being 
positively impacted by reassessment and AA. 

• If the factor is less than 1, then the value of TIF area is being 
adversely impacted by reassessment and AA.

• If the factor is 1, there is no impact due to reassessment and AA. 
• The factor may never be zero.
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CNAV by District Report – TIF Reporting

AV from TIF increment, both real or personal property, are listed in Columns J and K.  Since taxes 
generated from the increment go to the TIF, they are subtracted from the Adjusted AV total.
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TIF and Excess Assessed Valuation 
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TIF and Excess Assessed Valuation 

• A TIF district may forgo taxing the increment opting instead to 
“Pass Through” that taxable AV to the underlying units. 

• TIF Pass Through is optional, and the TIF may not authorize a 
pass through it would jeopardize the interests of lessors or 
the bondholders.

• Annually, TIF districts must provide notice to the county 
auditor stating:

1. The amount, if any, of excess assessed value that may 
be allocated to the respective taxing units.

2. The TIF has determined that there is no excess AV. 
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CNAV by District Report – TIF Reporting

• The RDC in taxing district 038 passed through $9.9M.  The pass through reduced the TIF increment 
(AV TIF Real and AV TIF PP).  By lowering the reduction of the increment, the Adjusted Net AV increased 
for the taxing district.

• The increase to the Adjusted Net AV will decrease the tax rate for underlying taxing units. 59
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